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Personal background 

I graduated with a Bachelors in Biochemistry from a top 10 university(UCLA) when I was 17. I 
have been studying markets since I was 9. I have been professionally trading financial markets 
since 2008(when I was 18). I was in the 99.995th+ percentile(top out of 20,000+ traders) on 
Dukascopy Trader Contest for the 9 years of its existence. I was banned 5 years through the 
contest by request of other traders for doing too good. My trading is based on market maker 
theory. That market makers trap retail money into bad positions intentionally and then  
manipulate markets through supply/demand imbalances.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AskZfNQdKo&feature=emb_logo
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Business focus 

The main focus of our business will be on hosting a Quarterly Trading Contest we will use to 
anti-copy bad traders on real-market. The brokerage business will really be a side operation 
and aimed just to be breakeven in cash flow to gain market share.


Brokerage business 

Competitive spreads and commissions bare minimum. Regulation at minimum first eventually 
work up to UK regulation. Offer maximum 20:1 leverage at all times with option to lower down 
to as low as 5:1. We will offer as many trading instruments as possible.


Trading contest 

Bad traders tend to be very consistent in my studies. They play continuous trading contests for 
longer time than good traders. They often lose in streaks of several weeks and/or months. 


We will host monthly trading contests through myfxbook.com:


https://www.myfxbook.com/en/contests


Initially we will start with $100K per quarter prizes but later ramp that up to $100M+ per quarter 
in prizes. Larger prizes will attract more people. But also the people would be worse at trading 
due to the larger fear of loss involved from the larger sums involved in prize money. The prizes 
will be all cash wired to bank accounts of winners. We should only give prizes to the top 5.


We will only offer the 25 most liquid pairs on the contest. The trading contest leverage will be 
1:1 so that people last throughout the quarter. We will have maximum position size be 5M.


In the future we should look to acquire myfxbook and/or forexfactory to gain further stronghold.


Identify bad traders to anti-copy 

We will look at two factors average pips lost per trade and total pips per trade in the previous 
month for each and every user.


Average pips lost: We will first filter for traders based on average pips lost per trade. Ideally this 
should be 100 pips lost per trade or more. 


Total pips lost: We then filter for traders that have highest total pips lossage. This gives an idea 
of how many pips total the trader loses. We first filter for average lossage being worse than a 
certain criteria. Then choose a set amount of traders with the highest total lossage with a large 
average pips loss.


Anti-copying on real market 

We will ideally need to get all of the bad traders anti-copied on a prime broker MT4 feed with 
as deep liquidity as possible and competitive spreads/commissions(HotspotFX, EBS, Currenex 
liquidity packaged). We should have leverage for the account at a reasonable regulated 20:1.


Variables for anti-copying 

http://myfxbook.com
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1. Average pips lossage cut-off(100 pips or worse per trade)

2. Number of bottom traders(highest total lossage) to anti-copy(ranked from worst.total pips, 

initially we anti-copy bottom 100 but move to larger amounts as contest gets larger)

3. Trade size to execute on real-market when anti-copying(up to 5M per trade)


Determining trade size for anti-copy 

The trade size for anti-copied positions on real market will be exact same size as it is on 
trading contest.


Stability of equity curve


It will be very stable as because we would basically be running at bare minimum one hundred 
different strategies in the 97th+ percentile(there are much more very bad traders than very 
good traders, the bottom 3% does worse than the top 3% does good). Bad traders are also 
more consistent at being “bad” than good traders consistent at being “good”.


Factors affecting equity curve 

1. More bad traders anti-copied will lead to more stable curve due to diversification.

2. Higher average lossage(pips) per trade for traders will lead to more stable curve due to 

better per trade performance(and/or success rate) in anti-copy.

3. Higher cash prize pool will lead to worse performance of traders and better performance of 

anti-copy strategy due to psychology and fear of loss.

4. Higher/irregular volatility leads to bad traders typically doing worse on markets leading to a 

better anti-copy. 


Initial Returns 

I think we can get 20% per month very easily initially.


Scaling up to size 

I believe we can trade 2% roundturn of the forex market turnover. This is $150B a day. Each 
side being $75B a day. I believe we can get half the monthly range in pips per trade, that 
comes out to 196 pips. That turns out to be about $29.4B a month or $352B a year.


Expanding to other markets 

We can also have contests on crypto, stocks, commodities, futures and bonds. With the 
appropriate risk metrics I believe we can scale up another 50% to $550B a year.


Projected financials 

Investment Tax Rate: United Kingom, 20% 


Initial Capital Needed: $1100M


Portfolio Investment: $1000M capital invested in anti-copying portfolio. 


Start-up cost for brokerage/contest: Initial $70M expense to buy major brokerage along with 
coding for anti-copy trading and risk management. 




Monthly running expenses: Prize fund and running brokerage/contest support will be $10M per 
quarter and grow at 25% per month till $100M per month(7% a year thereafter).


Extra profits: Once we saturate the markets we should focus on investing in information 
technology such as quantum computing, artificial intelligence and robotics. I believe 
investments in this area will give returns above 40% per annum.



